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Abstract. Let {e~cH\c > 0} be the Hermite semigroup on the real line M.

Then a representation is constructed for inversions of the semigroup, and it

gives a representation of e~cH for c < 0 . Moreover, some characterizations

of the domain in which, for c < 0 , e~cli is well defined are examined.

1. Introduction

We let p he the Gaussian measure -j^e~x dx on E. Then the family of

the normalized Hermite polynomials

1 2   d"       _   2
h„(x) =   .      ex -.—e x ,        n = 0, 1,2, ... ,

y/2"n\     dx"

is a complete orthonormal system in L2(p). For any / € L2(p), let f(x) —

Y^=oannn(x) ■ ̂  c is nonnegative, then the series Y^=oane~c"hn(x) converges

in L2(p). Hence we can define the linear operator e~cH on \?(p) by

oo

(LI) [e-cHf](x) = Y,ane-cnhn(x),

n=0

and the operator norm of e~cli is 1. The Hermite semigroup on R means

the family {e~cH\c > 0}. More generally, for every complex number c with

Sc > 0 or c = 0, we shall consider the operator e~cH, which is examined in

several papers (for instance, see [4, 10]). For 9tc > 0, the operator e~cH is

represented by

(1.2)      [e-cHf](x) = -^fpc(x-c:)fi(c:)e^2dc:,        fieL2(p),xeR,

where the integral kernel

Pc(x -o = f>-c«/z„(*)M£) = (i -?-2T1/2exP J£2 - {\~J~!i)2\ ■
n=0 *• '
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In this paper, for any c with SRc > 0 we shall give a representation for the in-

verse of the operator e~cH in terms of integrals. Our argument for its represen-

tation is directly related to an extension of the operator e~cIi for Kc < 0. When

3?c < 0, it is obvious that the domain in which the operator e~cH is well defined

is properly contained in L2(p). We let 2t(e~cH) = {fe L2(p)\e-cHf e L2(p)}.

Then we give two characterizations of the members in 3(e~cIi) in terms of

analytic extensibility of members in L2(p) as entire functions.

We shall use the general method for integral transforms ([8] or [9, p. 82])

and some ideas for best approximation oriented in [1] on reproducing kernel

Hilbert spaces.

2. Inverse of e~cH

For any fixed complex number c with JRc > 0, applying the dominated

convergence theorem and Morera's theorem to the integral representation (1.2),

we see that every member in the range of the operator e~cH can be analytically

extended to the complex plane C. Hence we shall consider the operator e~cH

as the linear operator of L2(p) into an entire function space. Then, following

the method of characterizing the ranges of integral transforms ([8] or [9, p. 82]),

we obtain

Theorem 1.1. For any c with SRc > 0, the range of L2(p) under the operator

e~cH coincides with the Hilbert space consisting of entire functions with finite

norms

(2.1) "VI -M4

.^W,)|»«p{-2|«|>(T^S|, + T^sp)}*«.
where z = x + iy and w denotes e~c. Moreover, the isometrical identity

\\e-cHf\\2 = -L / \f(x)\2e-*2 dx,       fie L2(p),
y/njR

is valid.

Proof. For any pair ( z , u ) e C x C , we calculate the complex kernel form

K(z,u;c) = -= \ pc(z - £,)pc(u - £)e~e dt,

1 \ -w2z2 \        j -w2u21

"^7r(i-^)(i_W2)explT^^/exp\rr^j

(2.2) • / exp    -- _   e
Jr       {     (I - w2)(l - wz)

2(1 -w2)wz + 2(1 - w2)wu  1   ,

+ (l-w2)(l-uT2) J

1 [-\w\*z2\        f-|u;|4I72l (2\w\2zu)
=7rH^expi^^)exn^wrxpiT^H?J-
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Since K(z, u; c) is a positive matrix on C, it uniquely determines the repro-

ducing kernel Hilbert space Hc admitting the reproducing kernel K(z, u; c).

From [8] or [9, p. 82], the space Hc is the range of L2(p) under the operator
e~cH and we have the isometrical identity

\\e-cHf\\2Hc = "4 /\f(x)\2e-x2dx,       fie L2(p),
V^JR

because the family {pc(z-^)\z e C} is complete in L2(p). Hence it is sufficient

to prove that the members in Hc are characterized as entire functions with finite

norms (2.1). If g e Hc, then g is expressible in the form

(2.3) ^(z) = (l_|U;|4)-l/2exp|_l^!j^(z))

where z e C and gx is a member in the reproducing kernel Hilbert space

#exp{2|u;|2zs/(i-M<)} admitting the reproducing kernel expf^'jj"} . Moreover,

the following isometrical identity holds:

(2-4) n<?ii/vc = (i-|yfn1/2iisiii/v ,2I |2-/(1, |4n.
c exp{2|iv|zzu/(l-M4)}

For these contents, see [2, p. 358]. Meanwhile, referring to [3, p. 198], we have

..    ||2 2\w\2      [[.    , ,|2       /   2|^|2|^|2\   ,    ,
^Kwrtw-M = n(l-\w\<)jjjgl{z^ eXP{"T^FJ ^^

Therefore, from (2.3) and (2.4) our theorem is proved.

For two complex numbers cx , c2 with 3?Ci > 0 and SRc2 > 0, we shall discuss

a relation between HCl and HCl. Put gx = e~ClHf and g2 = e~ClHfi for some

/ e L2(p). If »c, > »c2, then £. = c-c'V = e-^-^He^Hf = *-<*-**>*&,
and so we can directly obtain a representation of gx in terms of g2 by using

the integral representation (1.2). However, if Kci < SRc2, it is not obvious to

represent gx in terms of g2 . Hence we are interested in this case. Furthermore,

we shall establish the inverse formula of the integral transform (1.2).

Theorem 2.2. For Rcx > 0, Kc2 > 0, and fi e L2(p), let gx = e~c,Hf and
g2 — e~ClH fi. Then gi is expressible in the form

IXO-     , 2|<rf exp(^gg\
ny](l-\w2\*)(l-w2wi2)        \\l-w2w2 J

(2.5) • f[g2(z) exp (   WxW2*   (24 - Wlw-2z)
J Jc [ 1 - wfw2

-2\w2\2(     f      + ,   ^   ,2Urfxrfy,

w/zere «;[ = c_e', u;2 = c_C2, a/W g2(z) is the analytic extension of g2 to C.
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Moreover, fi is given by

r,*y     , •                      2I^2|2                       J -rW? \
fid) = 1.1 m. — exp ̂ -—^ \

rT1    jr^l-I^Kl-rW)        I1-^2  J

(2-6) .//g2(z)exp(-^^(2^-r^z)
JJc [1 -r2w2

-2|w2[2(,    *    ,, +      ^     ,,) Irfjcdy.
1   2|  ^l + |w2|2      l-|w72|2yj

The notation l.i.m. means the L2(p)-convergence.

Proof. From the definition (1.1) of e~CjH and the identity (2.5), the expression

(2.6) is obvious. We assume that TCt is the inverse operator of e~CiH from

HCl to L2(^). In addition, let SClyC2 be the linear operator of HCl into HCl

denned by

SCiyC2g = e-c>HTClg,       geHCr

Then we have SC[ yC2gx = g2 . Since the operator SCl yCl is an isometry of HCl

onto HC2, the adjoint operator 5* C2 of SCl yC2 is the inverse of it. Hence, for

<^ 6 K we get the representation

gdO = [Sl,C2&](0 = (S*Cl,Clgi, K(-,i; Cl))„ci = (g2,SC]yC2K(.,i;cx))Hc2.

Meanwhile, for z e C the following is valid:

[SClyC2K(.,^;cx)](z)

= -=\ pC2(z - x)pCl (£ - x)e~xl dx
VnjR

1                         f -W2^21        f -w\z21
=    , exp <-j } exp < -—^-j }

y]lt(l-Wi-2)(l-W2) ll-^l2J U-^22J

f f 1 - W\2wl 2• / exp I-=-^—-xz
a   \ (i-uJT2)(i-^22)

2(1 -w2)HTxt + 2(l -w\2)w2z   1

(i-wr2)(i-w|)        j

1                  f   -W[2wU2   1
= —===== exp {- V

\Jl-Ww2 {l-W^W^w]

{-TfTf2u;2z21         f 2Wxw2z£  |
-    ->      > exp <-^—- >.
l-WiWJ)            [l-WXW2)

Therefore, we obtain the identity (2.5).

In the expression (2.6), r can be taken on a path in {0 < \z\ < 1} with the

terminal point 1, in general.

Remark. For any n, h„(z) denotes the analytic extension of h„(x) to C.

Then we see that, for !Rc > 0, the family  {e~cnhn(z)\n = 0,1,2,...}  is
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a complete orthonormal system in Hc. Hence, the expression pc(z - £) =

2^^Lne~c"^«(z)^n(£) and Theorem 1.1 suggest the representation of Tc in the

form

(2.7) [Tcg](Z) = (g,pc(z-Z))Hc,       geHc.

For fixed d;, however, the integral in the right-hand side of (2.7) need not

converge. In this case, in [3, p. 202; 7; 9, p. 85] the method of taking some

exhaustions of C was considered in a natural way. According to such a general

method, we can obtain another representation of (2.6):

/«)=i.,m. yf
°^°°   lly/l - \W2\4

' Iil<a ^)Pc2(Z-^v{-2\w2\2 (jjLg + T-^jj) } dx dy

2\w2\2
= 1. i. m. —.

^°°   71^/(1 -|W2|4)(l-tiJI2)

■ \ \       g2(z) exp i ¥--——r-
JJ\z\<a [ l-W2

- 2\w2\2 [ —-4—n + tA—n I > dx dy.
21 \^l + |u;2|2     l-\w2\2)j

3. Extension of e~cH for 5tc < 0

The inverse transform (2.6) means an extension of e~cH for Mc < 0 because

f(x) has the representation X^o ane~(~C2)nh„(x) in L2(p) when g2(x) =

Y!Z=Qanhn(x). Hence, for any c with Kc < 0, we define the linear operator

e~cH in the form (1.1). Then, in the expression (2.6) replacing w2 by ec,

we obtain the representation of e~cli. However, since the expression (2.6)

requires the analytic extension form of a member in L2(p), we shall give its

representation in terms of real variable.

For any fixed c with 5Rc < 0, we first establish two characterizations of

the members in 2>(e~cH). Since the family {ec"h„(z)\n = 0,1,2,...} is a

complete orthonormal system in H-c, for a given / e L2(p), fi e 2(e~cti)

if and only if / is almost everywhere equal to the restriction of a member in

H-c to K with respect to p . In this connection, we recall the interesting result

in [5, p. 166]:

For any a > 0, let h be an entire function satisfying ffc\h(z)\2e~y la dxdy <

oo. Then

Conversely, if h(x) is a C°°-function on K with a convergent sum in the right-

hand side of (3.1), then h can be analytically extended to C and satisfies the

identity (3.1).
This result will contribute to our result in the following way.
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Theorem 3.1. For any c with JRc < 0, let w = ec. If f is a C°°-function in

L2(p), then the following are equivalent:

(1) f is a member in 3(e~cH).
(2) The series

~   1  (\-\w\*\n  f    dn   \ri  ,        f     \w\2x2 X\ 2  .
(3.2) >   —A       ' , '        /   -j—  /xexp   -      '.   „ \      dx^-J n\ V  4H2   7   7R c?x" [ v  '       \    1 -I- |xf |2 J J

converges.

(3) 77ze integral

//clZ/M^^W
/3 3x _-2|w|4_

" "exp[(l-|u;|4)(|w;|8 + |w;|4+l)

• {(M4 + |it;|2 + 1)jc2 - (H4 - |u;|2 + l)y-2}   dxdy

is finite.

Proof. If / is the restriction of a member / in 7/_c to E, then we have

(3.4)

„*,,2 2|u;|2       /•/•   ...        f-|u;|2z2\2        f-4|w;|V\   ,    ,

Therefore, from the identity (3.1) the two statements (1) and (2) are equivalent.

Next, we prove that / is the restriction of a member in H-c to R if and

only if / satisfies the condition (3). For simplicity, let T he the restriction

operator to R. Then T is a bounded operator of 7/_c into L2(p) (in fact, the

operator norm ||r|| is 1), and the adjoint operator T* of T has the following

representation:

[T*h](z) = (h, TK(-,z; -c))V(M) ,        z e C,

for all h e L2(p). Since the range T(H-C) is dense in L2(p), the operator T*

is one-to-one. Hence, / can be extended as the member in //_,. if and only

if T*fi is contained in the range T*T(H-C). If g is a member in T*T(H-C),
then g is expressible in the form

g(z) = (T*TG,K(-,-z;-c))H_c

( ' =(G,T*TK(-,z;-c))H_c,        zeC,

for a member G in //_c with T* TG = g. Following a general method in [8]

or [9, p. 82], we shall give a characterization of the members in T*T(H-C).

From the representation (3.5) of T*T, we calculate the kernel form

k(z,u;c) = (T*TK(.,u;-c),T*TK(.,-z;-c))Hc

= (TK(-,u;-c),TT*TK(-,z;-c))L2{fl).
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Meanwhile, for all z' eC we have

[T*TK(-,z;-c)](z')

= (TK(>,z;-c),TK(-,z,;-c))t2(lt]

1 (-\w\4z'2\        f-M4z21
= (T^hFj7^ exp I l^W Jexp i W^F I

(3.7) ^ >
f       /   1 + M%2 , 2|w;|2(z + z').l   ,,

7Rexpli^H^ +    i-H4   *)rf*

1 f-|u;|8z'2l        f-M8z2l        (2\w\* z'z\-7^1^exp{T^^}exp{TH^)exp{T^F}-

Hence, the desired kernel form is given by

.,    -    , 1 f-M8*2)       j-\<u2\
k(z, u; c) —    . = exp < -J—-—-^ > exp <    '   ,   ,. >

V^(l-M4)(l-M8)    F\l-M8J    ^| 1 -|ie;|4 J

/■        f   M8 + M4+l„2     / 2|w|4z       2M2« \ A   ,_
•/■,exp{-    i-M-    {+(T^ + T^J{}^

_1_       \ -\w\x2z2 I

(-) " v/(l - M4)(M8 + |w|4 + 1) CXP I (1 - M4)(M8 + M4 + 1) J

f -M12m2 1
'expj(l-H4)(M8 + M4 + l)J

f_2\w\6zu_)
*exp\(l-H4)(M8 + M4+l)J '

Then the range T*T(H-C) coincides with the reproducing kernel Hilbert space

Hk(C) admitting the reproducing kernel k(z, u; c), and T* T is an isometry of

H-c onto i//t(C). Let H be the reproducing kernel Hilbert space determined

by the positive matrix exp[2|t<;|6zw/{(l - |-ix;|4)(|iti[8 + |u;|4 + 1)}]. As in the

proof of Theorem 1.2, we obtain the factorization

nq, g{z)^ >/(i-N4)(N8 + N* + i)

1 • } j -\W\X2Z2 \
'expl(i-N4)(H8 + H4 + i)/gl(z)

for an entire function gx e H. So it gives the norm identity

"g""Mc) = V(1-M4)(M8 + N4+1)"^""'

where

2_2M*_
(3 10)       ll*lll"~*(lH«'l4)(M8 + M4+l)

ffx    i m2       / -2|w|6|z|2 \   ,    ,
• 11 \g\ (z)\ exp < t,—i—,,w     „    i—n—rr f dx dy.
JJc 1(1H«>I4)(M8 + M4+1)J
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Note that H is the totality of entire functions with finite norms (3.10). Hence,

the space Hk^ consists of entire functions with finite norms

ll*ll2 2H*
"k{c)     7rV(l-M4)(M8 + M4+l)

(3.11) 7/jg(z)l2exp[(1_H4)-^H4+1)

■ {(1 - \w\6)x2 + (I + \w\6)y2}  dxdy.

Since T*f is expressible in the form

(3.12)
xT*rv \ l /-|u;|4z2\ /■ /..„,       J (2H2z - £)n   ,,

our claim has been proved.

When a C°°-function / e L2(p) satisfies one of three items in Theorem 3.1,

we shall give the representation of the analytic extension / in terms of /. By

the isometry T*T of H-c onto Hk^ , we have

Theorem 3.2. Let c, w, and fi be as in Theorem 3.1. If fi satisfies one of three

items in Theorem 3.1 and fi denotes the analytic extension of fi to C, then fi

is represented by

* _2M6_        \-\w\%z2\

7tV2(l - \w\*)y/(l - \w\*)(\w\* + \W\4 + 1) CXP I 1 - M8 J

(3.i3) r -i i4 _
•exp   ,   7*    (Z2 + H4Z2-2Zz)

l-|to|8

2|tt;|6{(l - \w\6)X2 + (1 + M6)r2}]  ,
(i-H4XM8 + H4+i)     yXdY>

where Z = X + iY.

Proof. Let S be the adjoint operator of T* T from Hk(c) to H-c. Then, since

T* T is an isometry of H-c onto Hk(c), the operator S is the inverse of T* T.

Hence, T"f= T*TST*f and f=TST*f. Since

f(z) = [ST*f](z) = (ST*fi, K(.,z; -c))„_c

= (T*f,T*TK(-,z;-c))HkM,

from (3.7), (3.11), and (3.12) we obtain the desired representation (3.13).
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